Definition of VALIDITY

: the quality or state of being valid: such as
  a : the state of being acceptable according to the law • The validity of the contract is being questioned.
    • What the federal courts have ruled ... is that renunciations made behind barbed wire were essentially under duress, and thus of no legal validity. —Roger Daniels
  b : the quality of being well-grounded, sound, or correct • the validity of an argument/theory • Other researchers have questioned the validity of the test results.
    • Later he acknowledged that there was no validity to his report. —David Hiltbrand

See validity defined for English-language learners
See validity defined for kids
Recent Examples of VALIDITY from the Web

While some shared their happiness for Justin, others questioned the validity of the singer's statement.

— Lauren Rearick, Teen Vogue, "Justin Bieber Spent Easter Reminding Followers It’s “Not About a Bunny”," 2 Apr. 2018

Still trying to decide about the validity of the Josh Allen to the Browns rumors.

— Terry Pluto, cleveland.com, "Cleveland Browns Quarterback Scribbles: From Drew Stanton to Cody Kessler -- Terry Pluto (video)," 30 Mar. 2018

That investigation led to a series of stories that took down the company, including a Financial Times piece that questioned the validity of certain partnerships and numerous stories on quality issues.

— Melissa Matthews, Newsweek, "Theranos and Elizabeth Holmes Charged With Years-Long Fraud Totaling More Than $700 Million," 14 Mar. 2018

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'validity.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send us feedback.
VALIDITY Defined for Kids

validity

noun | vaˈlid·i-ty | \vəˈli-də-tē\

Definition of VALIDITY for Students

: the quality or state of being true or legally in force or effect

Learn More about VALIDITY

Spanish Central: Translation of validity

English: Translation of validity for Spanish speakers

Britannica English: Translation of validity for Arabic speakers

Seen and Heard

What made you want to look up validity? Please tell us where you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).
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WORD OF THE DAY

flocculate

to aggregate into loose clusters
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TRENDING NOW

1 pansexual
'sexual desire or attraction...not limited to a particular gender identity...

2 symbiote
'an organism living in symbiosis'

3 charlatan
'faker or fraud'

4 lowlife
'a person of low moral character'

5 kakistocracy
'government by the worst people'
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Name that Thing: Flower Edition

Name that flower

forsythia  wisteria
goldenrod  rhododendron
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'Versus' vs. 'Verses'
The ultimate battle.

Measure for Measure: The Language of Measuring
Words from the language of precision.

'Draft' vs. 'Draught'
2017 Word of the Year: 
Behind the Scenes
How we chose 'feminism'

Words of the Year: 1066
Or, Why Pig Meat is Called 'Pork' and Cow Meat is Called...
Literally
How to use a word that (literally) drives some people...
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